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Real World Microsoft Access Database Protection and SecurityApress, 2003
Microsoft Access is the most popular desktop database in the world today and  its very popularity means that its security measures can be easily compromised.  Real World Microsoft Access Database Security takes a different approach  to all the other Access books in the market in that it focuses from the start on  all the issues that...
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Beginning T-SQL 2008Apress, 2009
Welcome to Beginning T-SQL 2008. This book introduces you to the language known as T-SQL, also called Transact-SQL. It’s the fundamental language that you need to know in order to work productively with Microsoft’s database management system known as SQL Server. Almost everything that you do in SQL Server boils down to T-SQL commands,...
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HTML5 and CSS3 Responsive Web Design CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	HTML5 and CSS3 Responsive Web Design Cookbook gives developers a new toolbox for staying connected with this new skillset. Using the clear instructions given in the book, you can apply and create responsive applications and give your web project the latest design and development advantages for mobile devices. Using real-world examples, this...
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Pro SharePoint 2013 Branding and Responsive Web Development (The Expert's Voice)Apress, 2013

	Pro SharePoint 2013 Branding and Responsive Web Development is the definitive reference on the technologies, tools, and techniques needed for building responsive websites and applications with SharePoint 2013.  The book focuses on solutions that provide the best browser experience for the myriad of devices,...
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Microsoft Sql Server 7.0 Database Implementation Training KitMicrosoft Press, 1999
This training teaches IS professionals and SQL developers how to implement database solutions using the latest version of the Microsoft SQL Server relational database management system. Students will gain an understanding of the product's architecture and, through the accompanying labs, attain hands-on experience with the procedures to plan,...
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Professional LINQ (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional LINQ
   Are you ready to revolutionize the way you can work with data? This book shows you how to effectively utilize LINQ so that you can query XML, SQLdatabases, ADO.NET DataSets, and other data sources, and it also delvesdeeper into the technology to demonstrate how LINQ can dramatically improve your...
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Mastering phpMyAdmin 3.1 for Effective MySQL ManagementPackt Publishing, 2009

	MySQL has gained wide popularity because of its open-source nature, performance, reliability, robustness, and support for various platforms.


	phpMyAdmin is a web-based front-end to manage MySQL databases and has been adopted by a number of open-source distributors. It is one of the most widely used open-source applications written...
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Pro SQL Server 2008 AdministrationApress, 2009
Pro SQL Server 2008 Administration is critical for database administrators seeking in-depth knowledge on administering SQL Server 2008. This book covers the impact of the new features available in SQL Server 2008 specifically targeted for database administrators, along with the tried-and-true advanced techniques required to support and...
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Programming Microsoft LINQ in Microsoft .NET Framework 4Microsoft Press, 2010

	We saw Language Integrated Query (LINQ) for the first time in September 2005, when the LINQ Project was announced during the Professional Developers Conference (PDC 2005). We immediately realized the importance and the implications of LINQ for the long term. At the same time, we felt it would be a huge error to look to LINQ only for its...
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Microsoft Access 2010 VBA Macro ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Database macro programming has changed enormously over the last 15 years,
	having gone from Access Basic macros to VBA. Another major change occurred
	with Office 95, when macros went to VBA modules in a separate environment
	accessed via the Visual Basic Editor. It used to be fairly basic: code was entered into a special
	design window....
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Adobe Dreamweaver CS5.5 Studio Techniques: Designing and Developing for Mobile with jQuery, HTML5, and CSS3Adobe Press, 2011

	Don’t be fooled. Although the .5 might give the impression that Dreamweaver CS5.5 is a point release, it’s anything but. Dreamweaver engineers have packed a stunning amount of new features into this version. To mention just a few, there’s code hinting for the popular jQuery JavaScript library, the ability to see what pages...
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GIS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
GIS (geographic information system) is a totally cool technology that has been called “geography on steroids.” GIS is what lets you see the schools in your neighborhood or tells you where the nearest McDonald’s is. GIS For Dummies tells you all about mapping terminology and digital mapping, how to locate geographic...
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